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The Lady Is a Spy: Virginia Hall, World War II Hero of the French Resistance (Scholastic Focus)Scholastic Nonfiction, 2019

	
		The Lady Is a Spy is the audacious and riveting true story of Virginia Hall, America's greatest spy and unsung hero, brought to vivid life by acclaimed author Don Mitchell.

		

		When Hitler invaded Poland, Virginia Hall was traveling in Europe. Which was dangerous enough, but as fighting erupted,...
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Debugging the Development ProcessMicrosoft Press, 1994
This book might make Microsoft sound bad.

At least that's one of the concerns I had about telling so many Microsoft war stories. I considered softening and smoothing over some of the stories, or leaving them out altogether, but apart from changing people's names, I decided to keep this book and its examples grounded in reality so that it...
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War and Religion: Europe and the Mediterranean from the First through the Twenty-first CenturiesUniversity of California Press, 2019

	The resurgence of violent terrorist organizations claiming to act in the name of God has rekindled dramatic public debate about the connection between violence and religion and its history.

	 

	Offering a panoramic view of the tangled history of war and religion throughout Europe and the Mediterranean, War and...
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The Art and Science of Trauma and the Autobiographical: Negotiated Truths (Palgrave Studies in Life Writing)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This book examines posttraumatic autobiographical projects, elucidating the complex relationship between the ‘science of trauma’ (and how that idea is understood across various scientific disciplines), and the rhetorical strategies of fragmentation, dissociation, reticence and repetitive...
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The Google Way: How One Company Is Revolutionizing Management as We Know ItNo Starch Press, 2009

Shortly after World War I, Ford and GM created the large modern corporation, with its financial and statistical controls, mass production, and assembly lines. In the 1980s, Toyota stood out for combining quality with continuous refinement. Today, Google is reinventing business yet again-the way we work, how organizations are controlled,...
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Heroes: David Bowie and Berlin (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	In 1976, David Bowie left Los Angeles and the success of his celebrated albums Diamond Dogs and Young Americans for Europe. The rocker settled in Berlin, where he would make his “Berlin Trilogy”â€•the albums Low, Heroes, and Lodger, which are now considered some of the most critically...
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What We Could Have Done With the Money: 50 Ways to Spend the Trillion Dollars We've Spent on IraqHyperion, 2008
The war in Iraq is not only controversial, it's also astronomically expensive. Now Rob Simpson answers the question many concerned Americans have been asking: Wasn't there some other way the government could have spent one trillion of our tax dollars?
What We Could Have Done with the Money presents 50 thought-provoking spending...
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Sun Tzu For Execution: How to Use the Art of War to Get ResultsAdams Media, 2007

	While most other titles on Sun Tzu emphasize the strategic or philosophical nature of Sun Tzu's writings, this guide will show readers how to implement The Art of War tactically and operationally. It promotes savvy strategic principles from Sun Tzu such as: share rewards, coordinate resources, and choose your timing. "Sun Tzu for...
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Psychiatry and Decolonisation in Uganda (Mental Health in Historical Perspective)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This open access book investigates psychiatry in Uganda during the years of decolonisation. It examines the challenges facing a new generation of psychiatrists as they took over responsibility for psychiatry at the end of empire, and explores the ways psychiatric practices were tied to shifting political and development priorities, periods of...
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Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and PropsSybex, 2010

	Use Maya to create realistic environments and props for digital games


	Weapons, vehicles, tools, buildings, trees, plants, walls, ceilings, and floors-these items may seem secondary to the game environment, but they are integral parts of the game and they all need to be created. Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and...
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After Abu Ghraib: Exploring Human Rights in America and the Middle East (Cambridge Studies in Law and Society)Cambridge University Press, 2009
This book traverses three pivotal human rights struggles of the post-September 11th era: the American human rights campaign to challenge the Bush administration's "War on Terror" torture and detention policies, Middle Eastern efforts to challenge American human rights practices (reversing the traditional West to East flow of human rights...
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Phenomenology of PerceptionRoutledge, 2012

	First published in 1945, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s monumental Phénoménologie de la perception signalled the arrival of a major new philosophical and intellectual voice in post-war Europe. Breaking with the prevailing picture of existentialism and phenomenology at the time, it has become one of the landmark works of...
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